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For God doth know that in the day ye eol.{ therof, men your eyes shall be: 
opened, and ye shall be as gods. 

- The Bible, Genesis 3. King James version 

Emperors and kings. 
are but obeyed in their several provinces, 
Nor can they raise the wind or rend the clouds; 

But in his dominion that exceeds in this 
Srretcherh as far as doth the mind of man. 

A sound magician is a mighty god: 
Here, Faustus, try thy brains to gain a deity. 

Who was it who first 
W recked the bonds oflove 
And transformed them into chains? 
Which led rebels [0 make 

A mock of their rights 
And the heavenly fire and, 

Disdaining monal ways, 
Elect presumption, 
Striving to become the equals of gods. 

-Christopher Marlowe. 'fix. Tragrdy 
of Doctor FaU5IUJ, lines 60-66 

-Friedrich H olderlin. "The Rhine" (Translation by 
Richard Siebunh, Hymn5 and FragmcntJ, pp. 73-75) 



2 Gaining the powers of spirits 
The Emergence of Self

Divinization Claims in 

the Fourth Century Be 

Conctntmt the 'Ii as if a. spirit. and all the myriad things will reside within. Can you 
concentrate? Can you unifyl Can you not engage in crackmiling a.nd milfoil divina_ 

tion and yet understand auspiciousness and inauspiciousness! Can you Stopi' Can 
you reach an endl Can you nor seek from others and obtain it in yoursdP. Think 
about it. think about ie, and chink about it again. If you thi~ about ie but do not 

penetrate, the ghOSts and spirits will penetrate if. This is not due to the power of the 
ghosts and spirits; it is due to the ultimilte poillt of essemial 'Ii,! 

The fourth-century BC authors of chis p.assage from the "Neiye~ chapter 

of the Guanzi are :uguing for :.l. 'Ii-bued cosmology in which spirits can 
understand the future not because they control it but because, as concen

trated 'Ii, everything resides within them. In a similar fashion, those humans 

who can concentrate their qi [0 the same degree as a spirir will also gain an 

understanding of auspiciousness without resorting to the arts of divination. 

As we will see, this sntement is only one of a number of such claims voiced 

in this period about the abilities of humans to gain access to divine powers 

without the mediation of ritual specialists. The emergence of these views 
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leads to one subject of this chapter: the question of why such claims arose at 

this time.l 

As noted in the Inrroducrion, much of the secondary scholarship on texts 

such as rhese is divided between two readings: one school of interpretation 

sees these texts as records of a shift from religion (based on an animistic 

worldview) to philosophy (based on a human-centered worldview); m e 

other views them as an organic development of a set of deep assumptions 

concerning rhe continuity of humans and divinities. Both readings are based 

on the claim that philosophy in early China emerged from an earlier sha

manism, but they disagree on the degree to which philosophy broke from 

rhis earlier tradition. As we saw in the preceding chapter, the shamanism 

hypothesis for the Chinese Bronze Age is questionable. In this chapter, I ar

gue that the shamanism hyporhesis, and hence our understanding of the de

velopment of Chinese thought, grows out of a misleading comparison of 

G reece and China and thar the concerns evident in this quotation from the 

Guanzi were not outgrowths of an eadiet shamanism. I offer an alternative 

explanation and argue for a different approach for comparing these devel

opments with chose found in ancient Greece. 

Spirits Within Humans: The Issue of Shamanism in 

Early China and Early G reece 

K. C. Chang was a strong advocate of the view that Chinese thought of the 

Warring States period evolved from earlier shamanistic practices: 

What may be seen as the most striking feature of ancient Chinese civiliudon is that 
ideologically spukingi! was created within a framework of cosmogonic holism. In the 
words of Frederick Mote, "the genuine Chinese cosmogony is that of organismic pro
cess. meaning chac all of [he parts of the entire cosmos bdong to one organic whole and 
that they all interact as participants in one spontaneously sdf-generating life process." 
This organismiC process. T u Wei-ming amplifies, "exhibits three basic motifs: conn
nuity. wholeness, and dynamism. All modalities of being. from a rock to heaven, are 
integral p,artS of acontinuum ... . Since nothing is outside of this continuum. the chain 
of M:ing is never broken. A linkage will always be found between any given pair 
of things in the universe." This ancient Chinese world view. sometimes referred to as 

~. Portion, of thi.! dupter are taken from my "Humans and God.J: The Theme of Self
Dlvinlulioll ill Early China and Early Greece: 
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·cOfTd:u:ive cO£moiogy; iJ surdy not unique; in cuenc!!: it represents the substratum 
of the human view of the world found widely among primitive societies (IiCC, e.g., 

Uvi.Sctauss). \Vhat is uniquely Significant about its presence in ancient China is 

the M that a verkable civiiiucion was built on tOP of and within iti confines. J 

Julia Ching argues:l very similar position,· and A. C. Graham develops a 
comp1nlhle argument. Graham reads the "Neiyc" U;I; mediution text based 

on earlier shamanisric prlllcricc: "It is interesting also in providing clear evi· 

dence that the medit:uion practiced priv;mdy and recommended to rulers as 
an lrcanwn of government descends directly from the nance of the profes

sional shaman," But whereas shamanism dealt with actwl spirin, the 
"Neiyc" deals with n:arun.listic. numinous forces: "By this period the gods 
and ghous, like Heaven itself, a fC in the direction of becoming depersonal

ised though still vaguely numinous forces of nature .... Man himself can as

pire, not indeed to omniscience (since Chinese thinking does not deal in ab

solutes), but to that supremely lucid awareness which excites a shudder of 

numinous awe." T he meditation techniques of che "Neiye~ thus involve a 

shifting of emphasis from linking with the spirits to perfecting the self "The 

shamanic origin of the exercise is plain. The point of it however is not to be

come a medium fo r the gods o r for deceued anceStors. This is a programme 

for self-petfection, u usual addressed primarily to the rulers.~ As such, the 

text ~may well be the earliest Chinese interpretation of the exper ience of 

mysrial oneness:! 

Although Graham does not go as far u Chang and Ching in directly 

connecting shamanism co later not ions of correlative cosmology, he does, 

like Chang and Ching. S« the nocion of hunwu being fully linked to the 

oneness of the cosmos u a philosophical re-reading of an earlier shamanistic 

aperience. Indeed, the main d ifferences in the positions of these scholars 

concern the relations between chis earlier shamanism and lacet philosophy. 

For Chang and C hing, shanunism marked the primordial experience out of 

which later Chinese philosophy grew, whereu for Graham (he philosophy 

involved a significant reworking of the earlier shamanistic practice. Chang 

and C hing are arguing for a fundamental assumption of monism in early 

). K. C. Chang. "Ancient China and III Anrhropological Significance: pp. 161-6a. 
~. Ching. MYlficilm "M J(j~l'hip j~ OJ,.., pp. 67-1)1. 
S. Graham, DUpWfn'! OJfht T 40, pp. 101, 104. 
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China that can be traced to a shamanist ic pUt, and Graham is utilizing a 

~religion co philosoph( framework in which part of the distinctiveness of 

C hinese philosophy emetged when thinkers turned from shamanism to self

cultivation.' In both approaches, however, shamanism lies behind Chinese 

philosophy. 
These arguments by Chang and G raham are closely paralleled by a large 

body of scholarship on ancient Greece char argues thac Greek phiJosophy 

emerged against a shamanistic background. The most influential thesis was 

Chat advanced by E. R. Dodds. Much u G raham claims for China, Dodds 
argues that a fundamental shift in nocions of the self occurred in Greece in 

the fi fth century Be: 

The ·soul" was no rductant prisoner of the body (in pre-fifth century ac Greece); it 
was the life or spirit of the body, and perfectly at home there. It was here that the 
new religious pattern made ir, fateful contribution: by crediting man with an occult 
,df of divine origin, and thus setting soul and body at odds, if introduced into 
European culture a new inrerpretation of human existence, the interpretation we 
call puritanical? 

Dodds arguu that this occult notion of the soul is traceable to Central 

Asian shamanistic practices: 

Now a belief of this kind is an essential dement of the shamanistic culture which 
still exisfl in Siberia. ... A ,haman may be described :as a psychically urutab!e per
son who has received a call to the rdigiolU life. ... His own soul u thought to leave 
its body and tr.avd to distant parfl, most often to the spirit world .... From these 
experiences, nur.ated by him in extempore song. he derives the skill in divination. 
rdigiolU poetry, and magical medicine which makes him socially impottant. He be· 
comes the repository of a lupemonnal wisdom. (p.14O) 

Dodds argues that chis shamanistic culture emered G reece in the seventh 

century from Scythia md Thrace (pp. I ~ O, 14~)' and was picked up by fig-

6. ~raJ Otoo scholars have devdoped this sarnc "religion to philosophy" ~rgument in 
regard to fhe "Neiye: as wdI as the rdated "XiJllhu" chapters. (I discuss the "Xiruhu" tau in 
Ch.pter 4.) .5«, e.g .. Shilnta, "Klnshi shihm ni okenlshin to d6"; and Qiu Xigui, 1i:ria 

Daojia jingqi shuo de y:mjiu." Bach Shib;au ami Qiu paint the same gmeral narr.ltive that 
Gralum doeJ- from a shamanistic practice Inscd on external Ipiriu entering the human 
body to . ph~olophical regimen Inscd on the cultivation of an infcmallpiru. 

, . Dodds, Th G,ulu ~~d fht Irr~rio""', p. 1)9; hereinafter cited in the tUt. 
a. Dodd.! Is bu~ding here on Karl Mudi"s work; JeC his "Scythia." 
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ures such as Pythagoras and Empcdoclu: these men diffused the belief in a 
detach.able: soul or self, which by suitable techniques can be withdrawn lTom 
me body even during life, a self which is older than the body and will ourwr 

it" (pp. 146-47). In short. [he diffusion of sh2ffi.tnisric culruce to Greece: led 

[0 (he emergence: of a true dualism of body and soul-a duilism mat had 
never existed before in early Greece. 

We have seen-or I hope we have sun-how contact with shzmanisdc belief. :and 

pncrices might suggest to a thoughtful people like the: Greeks tk rudiments of such 
a psychology: how the notion of p'ychk Qcursion in sleep or nance might sharpen 

the soul-body antithesis; how the shamanistic "retreat" might provide the model for 
a ddibeme ukais, a consciolU training of the psychic powers through ;lNtinence 
and spirirual exercises: how tales of vanishing and reappearing shamans might en
courage [he belief in an indemuctible magical or dacmonic sdf. (pp. 149-50) 

Dodds goes on to deu.il how this notion of an occwt self of divine origin was 

later appropriated by Placo (pp. 107- 35). 

These ideu have since been hody debated. Jan Bremmer, for one, 

hu strongly criticized Dodds', shamanism hypothesis. After a lengthy sur

vey of the evidence, both in Greece and Scythia, Bremmer concludes: "No 

convincing evidence exisrs for shamanistic influence on Archaic Greece .... 

It has not yet even been shown that the Scythians who were supposed by 

Dodds to have influenced the Greeks knew a shamanistic journey of 

the soul!~9 Peter Kingsley, however, hu recently come OUt in defense of me 

hypomesis.lO Carlo Ginzburg hu referred £2vor.robly co it u a piece of what 

he sees u l widespreld diffusion of shlmanism lcroS5 Eumia in the early 
--=~ .J II 

p<'~. 

I will follow Bremmer in rejecting Dodds's hypothesis.. Before doing so, 

however, I would like to stress the implications of Dodds's theory for the 

shanllr\ism hypothesis made fo r China. Argumenu thlt might l( first glance 

appear simJ.ar to Dodds's diffusion hypothesis hlve been made for Chinl

Victor M lir hls ugued, blSed on linguistic and archaeological evidence, that 
the 14111, the Chinese term usually tunslated u ~shamln- in reference to euly 

9· Brelnmer. Th &,IJ Gmli ~"'(P' pi'~ Sowl, pp. )4-SJ; quotation at p. 47· 
10. KinpJ(y. A",it~1 P~iIoJOpbJ' MJlltrJ. ,,..j MPF; see allo idem. -Grecka. Sru.mana, and 

Magi: 
II . Gin:dlurg. &.I4Ii •• , pp. 111~4,176~,a. 
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Chinl, might in fa.ct have been Iranian magi who entered China during the 

Bronze Age.1l And, of course. ,he Scythians. whom Dodds sees as having 

become so influential in Greece, were Irlnians. This line of reasoning im

plies that both Chinl and Greece received a similar diffusion of idelS and 

techniques ftom me same Irlr\ian source. Moreover, H. S. Nyberg hu £2-

mously argued that Zoroastrianism was influenced by Siberian shaman
ism. U Thus. were one to follow all these links, one could tnce l shlmanism 

arising in Siberia. influencing Ir.ronian cuJture, lr\d in turn influencing both 

Greece and China. 

However. severotl problems arise for anyone who wished to trace such a 

hinorical development, First. Nyberg's arguments about links between Sibe

rilr\ shlmanism and Zoroastrianism hlve been widely rejected by special

ists.14 Even Eliade himself, who lrgues explicitly thlt shamanism wu dif
fused from Siberi:a to many cultures throughout the world. has questioned 

memo Elilde insreld reads Zoroutri:anism u revealing elements of l belief 

in a sacred link between heaven and elrrh-ideas, as discussed in the ptevi

ow chapter, that Eliade relds as primordill elements of human experience. 

He thus opposes the attempt to see such elements as l result of l diffusion 

of shamanism from Siberil: 

The ecstatic and mystical dements in the rdigion of Zarathustn that bear resem
blances to the ideology and rechniques of shamanum form part of a complex 
and hence do not imply any "shamanic" structUre in Zanthtutl'l's religious experi
ence,. The sacred space. the importance of lOng. mystical or symbolical communica
don bctwccn heaven and eanh, the initiatory or funerary bridge-these various 
dements, although they form an integral part of Asian shanunism. precede and go 
beyond it. IS 

As I noted in the previous chapter, I rejecr Eliade's uguments concerning 

(he Pfimordiality of notions of Slcred space in humln experience. But it is 
relevlnt to the cUlTent discussion that even Eiilde-the figure one would 

expect to be most sympathetic to Nyberg-has rejected his cbims. 

I~. Mait, 'Old Sinitic 'Mpg. Old Persi;.n M41"1. and English 'Magician,'" 
I). Nyberg. Oi. RtliJiollt1l a .. A~.~ IN~. 
14. For an ovcl'Vkw of the argumen ... see Widengren. "Henri!< Samuel Nyberg and Ira

nian Slud!(1 in the Liglu ofPer.onal Remin iKcnca: 
I,. Ellade, ShoIm~~ilm. p.l9'9. 
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Moreover, we have already secn that many d:usicists reject the claim of 

diffusion from Scythia to Greece. And, on other end of Eurasia, Mair has 
argued that the wu, who he claims were magi from Iran, were not shamans: 

It has been CUlltOmary for students of Chinese civilization [0 translate ' IfIJllg li.e .. WII] 

as 'shaman: but this is wrong on several counts. In the 6.1"$[ plue, the shaman was 
the Juding representative of a specific type cf religious system prtcriced by Siberian 
and Ural·Altak peoples. Perhaps the most characteristic feature of this tradition 
was the shaman's ecstatic trance-flight to heaven during initiation aJ\.d other rituals. 

The shamans also suved. the community as a whole by retrieving the errant souls of 
sick people and escotting the spirits of the dead to [h~ ocher world. This is in con· 

[[asl [0 che 'mr~g who were closely associilted with the COU rtS of various rulers and 
who were primarily responsible for divination, astrology, puyer, and healing with 
medicines.16 

Thus, the figure in C hinese studies who has moSt strongly argued for Ir.a

nian influence on China rejects the shamanism hypothesis. The apparent 
parallel with Dodds's view does not arise at all; almough Mair argues for.a 

significant diffusion of Iranian ideas and practices inco China, JUSt as Dodds 
argues for a significant diffusion from the same source into Greece, Mair 
does not see this diffusion as involving .anything that might be called sha
manism. Chang and Ching. of course, would disagree with Mair's opposition 

to the shamanism hypothesis. But since they argue mat shamanism was an 
inheritance from China's primitive past, they, tOO, would strongly deny any 
claim that shamanism was diffused inco China from Siberia via Iran. 

The diffusion hypothesis rhus filces severe problems on all fronts. But 

what interests me more at this point is the opposite ways that shamanism is 
employed as an explanatory principle by Dodds, on the one hand, and 

Chang and Ching. on me other. For Chang and Ching {and, to a lesser de
gree, Graham}, shamanism is me causative f.tctor behind the dominance of a 
monistic worldview in China. For Dodds, shamanism was behind the emer

gence of dualism in Greece. Once again, we see the same basic concrast of 
China and Greece, with China defined by monism and Greece by dualism. 

When the same phenomenon (in this case, shamanism) is credited with 
such opposite ramifications in twO traditions, the adequacy of the hypothe-

16. Mair, 'Old Sinilic 'M}Ql," p. 3S. 
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ses should at least be questioned. However, variation in itself does not refute 
me hypotheses; it is, after all, possible that me same phenomenon can have 
decidedly contrary ramifications in twO cultures, particularly i£ as so many 

scholars have cried to argue, the two cultures are based on different guiding 
assumptions. So, a full reconsideration of mese issues requires that we look 
at the evidence in detail. 

I first turn to a discussion of Empedocles-the figure who pl.ays such an 
important role in Dodds's argument. I nrst critique Dodds's use of diffusion 

as an explanatory principle to understand Empedocles and will offer an al
ternative approach. I then analyze the relevant materi.al from early China. I 

will argue that the shamanism hypothesis, as well as the larger contrastive 
framework for studying China and Greece, should be rethought. I will con
clude by suggesting a different approach to this material, as well as to the 

larger issue of comparing China and Greece. 

Humans and Gods in Early G reece 

In the NicomllclKan Ethics, Aristotle discusses ';"hat it means for one to prac
tice the theorericallife: 

Such a life would be superior fO fhe human levd. For somecne will live it not insofar 
as he is a hunun being. but insofar ilS he has some divine dement in him .. . . Hence 
if undersfanding is somerhing divine in comparison with a human being. so also 
will the life that expresses understanding be divine in comparison with human life. 
We ought not follow the proverb-writers, and "think human, since you are 
human.~17 

A philosopher is one who has risen above the human and become, at least in 
part, divine. 

This claim came OUt of traditions of self·divinization beginning at leilSt a 
full century earlier and, as is de.ar by the polemic at the end of Aristotle's 
statement, was made in opposition to numerous other views at the time con
cerning the nature of divinities and humans and the proper demarcation be

tween the two. As is well known. the importance of maintaining a strict 
separation between humans and gods is a recurrent [heme in early Greek 
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writings, as is the injunction to avoid the hubris of trying to get too dose to 

divinicy, lS In the Iliad, Apollo warns Diomedes: 

Take care, give back, son ofTydeus, rod strive no longer 
to make yoursdflikc [he gods in mind, since never the same is 
the breed of gods. who arc immortal, and men who walk groundling, I9 

Or, as Pindar wrote: 

It is a dispensation of the gO<h that giva men their might, 

And tWO things only rend life's sweetest moment: 
when in the flower of wulrh.:l man enjoys both triumph and good fame. 

Seek nor to become Zeus. 
All is yours if the allotment of these twO gittS has fallen [0 you. 
Mortal thoughts befit a mortal mm.20 

The theme also plays an important role in the Hesiodic cosmology and view 

of u.crifice discussed in the previous chapter. 
Much of early Greek philosophy, however, involved attempts to break 

this demarcation, to criticize me ritual specialists of the day, and to empha

size the abilities of humans to gain direct access to divine powers. One of the 

enliest figures to make this argument was Empedocles/I as in, for example, 

this fragment on the golden age of man: 

They did not have Arel as god or Kydoimos, nor king Zeus nor Kronos nor Posei
don but qu~n Kypris. Her (hey propitiated with holy imagel and painted ornimal 
figurel, with perfumel of subtle fragrance ornd offerings of distilled myrrh and sweet:
smdling frankincense, ornd pouring on the earth libations of golden honey. Their al
tar was nor drenched by the daughter of bulls, but this was the grearest defilement 
among men-ro bereave of life and eat noble limbs.ll 

18. Sec the excclknt discusJion by Ro~n. Hcrm,,,,,,tin ~s Poliric. (Oxford: Oxford Univer

$ity PrcSJ.I9$7). pp. S8-59.1 alii indebted to Rosen for thr: quotatioru from A.istotle. Homer. 

and Pindar. 
t9. Homer. n.. iJiad. V -440- 4~. in n..rliad ofHomtr. p. 140. 

lO. Pinda •• Isthmianl 5. v.u-L6. in Pinda'" Victory Song!. p. 309· 
11. My undemanding of Empcdocles has b«n grmly enhanced by IUhn. -Rdigion and 

Natural PhiloJophy in Empcdocles' Doctrine of thr: Soul-; and PanagiOIOU. "Empcdoclc.! on 

His Own Divinity'-
u. DicU fragmrot 118: in Emptdqc~: n.. Extont FrogmmtJ. 'u8. p. ah; herci~ftcr cited in 

the: tat in the: form 0'18; 'u8. p. 181. 
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Empedocles is explicitly atucking me religious pnctices of his day
practices based on sacrificial offerings to a pantheon of anthropomorphic 

deities. Prior to this world. Empedocles argues, was a period ruled by Kypris, 

or Love. 

This opposition to sacrificial. practice is a recurring theme in Empedoclu: 

HWill you not cease from the din of slaughter~ Do you not see that you are 

devouring one another because of your careless way of thinking:'" (DI36; #In. 

p. a8s). Below I consider why Empedoclcs aruibuted sacrifice to a "careless 

way of thinking." Here, I delineate why an opposition to the world of an

thropomorphic deities and to s;l.crificial practice is so importam to Empedo

des. To do so, it is necessary to situate Empedocles within a series of con

temporary claims being made in opposition to the sacrifices carried out in 

the name of the polis. As discussed in the previous chapter, Greek polis sac

rifices involved claims of ritual. separation between man and god. It was this 

ritual separation that figures like Pindar were supporting and that several. 

movements in the sixth and fifth centuries Be were crying to break down. 

One eumple among many of these groups is the Orphies. As a series of 

startling paleographic finds has demonstrated, [he Orphics were a presence 

in [he fifth century Be.n 

In explicating the Orphic critique of sacrifice. Vernant and Detienne rum 
to a narrative concerning hununs, the Titans, and Dionysus.104 The narrative 

recounts how the Titans dismembered and devoured Dionysus. But Diony

sus was then reconstituted, and Zeus punished the Titans by killing them 

with a thunderbolt. Humans were then born from the Titans' ashes. As a 

consequence of this history, humans possess within themselves both the 

guilt of the Titans' crime and a divine spark from the devoured Dionysus. 

To erue this crime and cultivate the divinity within. man is cal.Jed on to fol

low Orphic practices and renounce the sacrificial. meat of the polis. Orphic 

~J . .sce Burkert. "Orphism ~nd B~cchic Myneries"; and Frill!: Graf. "Dionysian and Or

phic E&charology '-
14. Vernam and Detienne fairly uncritically acccpt. the: antiquity of !Ills nar ... tive. AI

,hough 1 accept their Wiling. there is an cnOrmouJ body of JeCondary literature on the ropic. 
Prior to lhe: .«cm pakographic discoveries. the scholarly world wa.s split on this question. 

.sce. e.g., Guthrie. Orpbno. ond G .. .J. Rdigic~; and U nforth. n.. Am of~~s. For eonvcnicnt 
IUlUmaries of !l1oC paleographic evidencc for the antiquity of the narrative, Jcc Kahn, "Wa.s 
Euthyphro the Author of Ihr: Det-veni Papyrwr pp. 57-60; and Fritz Graf. "Dionysian;md 

Orphic Eachatology: pp. )39-45. 
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practices, including vegetarianism. should thus be understood 2$ 211 arrempr 
to reject the sacrificial practices of the polis and its tragic separ;ttion of hu

mans and gods and to instead strive to join with the gods once again. As 

Vemant .arguu: 

By consenting to sacrifice a living animal to the gods in the Promethean manner, as 

official wonhip [«Juites. men only repeat the Titans' crime indefinitdy. By refusing 
this sacrifice. by fo rbidding the bloodshed of any animal, by fUming away from 
fleshy food [ 0 dedicate themselves to a totally ~pure' uceric life- l life ilio com

pletdy alien to the social and rdigiow nonns of the ciry-men would shed all the 
Titanic dements of their nature. In DionyslU they would be able to restore that part 
of themsdvQ ,har is divine. By returning [ 0 the god in this way each would accom

plish. on the humm levd and within the framework of human existence, mis same 

movt:menr of reunifiQl.don that Dionysus himself knew;u a god during rhe torment 
in which he wou firsr dismembered and then reconstituted.:H 

The rejection of S2crifice by [he O rphics wu rhus based on a larger rejection 

of the ritual separation of humans and gods maintained in the practices of 

the polis.16 Indeed, one of the paleographic discoveries, a series of gold leaves 

from Thurii, includes the statement ~Happy and blessed one, you will be 
god instead of mortaL·27 The O rphics were claiming the ability ro transcend 

the discontinuity of gods and humans found in the sacrificial system and be

come divine themselves. 

This gives us some context for understanding the quo[;ltion nom Pindar 

given above. Pindar's call to humaru to stop seeking ro become gods was 

hardly a rhetorical flourish. The sacrificial practices of me day strongly as

serted me radical separation of man from god, and movements that at

tempted to reject this separation and proclaim the potential of humans to 

divinize themselves had sprung up. Pindar was thus reacting [0 growing 

trends of his day. 

l S, Verman!. -AI Man', T abk: p. SI; IU also Detienne, "Culiruary PriK'lices and ,he Spirit 

of Sacrifice: pp. 1-'. 
all. A different in!erprtntion h;u hem given by M. 1.. West (n.. CJrpbU: P ........ pp. 144-

so), who .uds the Orphic narrative of Diony.w aJ a shamanistic initiatory Tirual. Like Meuli 
and Dodda, Wen ruda .hamaru.m :II having entered Greece !Tom Cemral Asia during dle 

classical period. and he IUS Orphism:ll a pitrf of this: diffu.l ion. For the ''''''01).1 provided be
low, I find the hypothesis: of I diffu.lion of .hamanism unconvincing. 

11. Graf, "Oionylian and O rphic Eadutology; pp. 146. 1S4. 
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Empedocles, like the Orphics, strongly opposed this ritual separation of 

humans and gods. In direct contrast to the tragic cosmology encoded in the 

sacrificial. practice of me polis. Empedocles proposed a system in which hu

nuns and the gods are inherendy linked. Empedocles began by redefining 

the deities as the roots underlying all that exisu: WHear first the four roou of 

all things: bright Zeus and life-bringing H era and Aidoneus and Nesris, 

whose tens are me source of morral srreanu" (06; '" p. 164). The gods are 
not anthropomorphic deities separate n om the world yet in direct control of 

it; on the contrary, mey are the elementallnses of [he world. Empedocles 

elsewhere defines these roou as fire, water. earth, and air (01,. '8, p. 166) 
and explains the cosmos in terms of their interacrion: 

All theae :ue equal and of like age, but each h;u a differ'ent prerogative. and its par
ricul:u character'. and they prevail in rum u the rimc comCi round .... Theae are the 
only real things, but u they run through each other they become differcnt objects at 

different times. yet they are throughout (orever [he ume. (D.,; '8, p. 16,) 

Thc cosmic process is thcn defined in terms of the interaction of these 

roots: 

Under strife they have different fomu and are all ,eparate. but they come together' 
in love and arc desired by one another. From them comes all thar w;u and is and will 
be hereafter-trees have sprung from them. and mcn and women. and animals and 
birds and water-nourished fish. and long·lived gocb roo, highest in honor. For these 
are the only rcal things, and 2Ji they run through cach other they ;usume differ'ent 
, haFt:'. for the mixing interchangea (hem. (Dal; '.4, p. 171) 

In such a cosmology, everything-from gods to humans to objeru-is 

composed of [he same roots. Not only are humans and gods not sepanted, 

they are in f..ct inherencly connected. Indeed. differentiated things exist at all 
only because of the strife that brealu apart the proper harmony oflove. 

Hence Empedocles' contempr for sacrifice: sacrifice incorrectly asswnes a 

division between animals. humans. and gods-wherein animals are sacri

ficed by humans for thc sake of thc gods-when in f..ct all three of these are 

linked. In contrast ro a theisric understanding of the universe, Empedodes 

calls for a wdivine understanding~: "Happy the man who has gained the 

wealth of divine understanding, wretched he who cherishcs an unenlight

ened opinion about the godsW (DIp; #95, p. aS1). 

Here we arrive at the crucial points. Having denied the Hesiodic claim of 

a division between humans and gods. Empedocles makes an argument as to 
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the potentia] of thought or divine understanding. A him of what Empedo
des means by this can be found in another Set of fragments: ~For he is not 

equipped with a human head on a body. [twO br2nches do not spring from 
his back.] he hu no feet. no swift knees. no shaggy gc:niuls, but he: is mind 
alone, holy and inexpressible, darting through the: whole cosmos with swift 

thoughcs· (013); '91. p. a5)). This description of mind is quire: close in bn
guagc: to another fTagmc:nt that describes the sphere of Love: -rhere the 
swift limbs of the: sun are not distinguished ... in this w.ay it-is held fast in 
me dose covering of harmony. a rounded sphere:. rejoicing in encircling still
ne.u- (017.121, p. 187). And to anothcr that appears to describe either Love 

itself or the state achieved by 2 wise man: -Por two bl'2nche$ do not spring 

from his b.ack. he has no fut, no swift knees, no organs of reproduction, but 
he is equ.a1 to himself in every direction, without any beginning or end, a 

rounded sphere. rejoicing in encircling stillneu'" (D2.9/~; '12.. p. 188). The 
implication of these fragments would appear to be that Love as well as 
thought is the state of perfect harmony for the four roots. Divinity, therefore. 

is located in harmony, not in anthropomorphic deities. Accordingly, divinity 
is fully achievable by humans through understanding. which is itself the di
vine harmony of Love. 

Such ideas are expanded in Empedodes' discussion of daimons. As he ar

gues in the Kllthllrmoi, a daimon ill one in whom the four roots are properly 
combined, and one. therefore, '"[0 whom life long-lasting is apportioned" 

(DIIs: '107. p. 2.70). But. through error. the daimons, like everything else. f.ill 
into srrife: 

He wanders from the bleued on" for three times coundas yean, being born 
throughout the time u all kirKh of monal forms. exchanging one hard way of life for 
another. For the force of fire pursues him imo sea, :l.nd sea. spits him OUt onto ea.rth's 
sumee. eanh CUtS him into the nys of bluing sun. and sun into the eddies of air; 

one takes him from another. and all :l.bhor him. (DII5; ' 107, p. 170) 

Empedocles has discovered himself to be one such f.illen daimon: '"I roo am 
now one of these, an exile from the gods and a wanderer. luving put my 
trUSt in raving strife" (Ons; '107. p, 2.70), For this reason, he is now a mon.a1 
man. JUSt as before he has been various other morta.l crearures: '"For before 
now I have been at some time boy and girl. bush, bird. and a mute fish in the 

sea" (0111; #101, p. 161). Empedocles himself, then. is striving to reachieve (he 
divine understanding of the daimon. just as all humans should do. 
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Humans, therefore, are simply a transitory form. but the thought of hu

mans can be divine. And this understanding grants the practitioner the abil

ity to control (he srrife of the roots: 

You willitam remedies for iUs and help against old age. since for you alone shall I 
accomplish all these things. You will ched the force of tirdeu wind.. which sweep 
over land and destroy fidds with their blasts: and again. if you wish, you will restore 
compauuing breezc:s. After bbd! rain you will bring dry weather in seuon for men. 
and too afrer summer dryness you will bting nee-nourilhing showen (which live in 
air). and you will lead from H:l.des the life-force of a dea.d man. (DII5; '10"], p. 170) 

Overall, then. in direct opposirion ro rhe claims of a separation between 
humans and gods. Empedodes proposed a cosmology in which a basic sub
strate unites all things. Moreover, he defined thoughr as divine and as thus 
potentially capable of connolling narural processes themselves. As such. he 

denied the theistic conceptions on which the dominant sacrificial activities of 
hill day were based. For Empedocles, sacrifice was wrong because it involved 

a destruction of what is inherenrly linked. and it was unnecessary anyway 
because humans. properly cultivated, can aru..in powers over natural phe

nomena on their own. Empedodes was thus substiruting for the religious 
practices of the day a new regimen whose followers would no longer suppli
cate the gods but would. ultimuely. become divine. This regimen. in short. 
was being proposed in full opposition to rhe civic culture of the day. 

These anempu to propose methods of self-diviniution became increas
ingly important during the fifth and fourth cenruritS BC. Plato. for one, ap
propriated and reworked such ideas in his formulation of the academy. an 

institution in which disciples would be trained in a rigorous process of self
cultivation. As he argues in (he T imlUuJ. ex:plicirly appealing to a vocabulary 

of the daimon: 

As concerning the most sovereign form of soul in us we must conceive th:l.t hea.ven 
hu given it to each m:l.n as a guiding cLaimon-that p:!.n which we uy dwdls in the 
summit of our body and lifts us from tanh toward our cdestial affiniry.like a plant 
whose roots art not in eanh, but in the heaven •. u 

Plato's ultimate c.all, of course. was for those who underwent such self
cultivation [0 lead the state.29 

.8. Ti""'r~1 90'1: in Plalo', T,marul, p. U4. 
~9. The argument is bid out mOn clearly in the Rtp~Wic. 
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lr is beyond the bounds of this ch:lprer to trace the ways that such ideas 
were developed and reformulated in the later Greek tradition. Suffice it to 

say here chat these claims of self-divinization became a crucial aspect of early 

Greek philosophy, which in pan expLains the uneasy rebrion that philoso

phers had with the polis culture of their day. 
This historical explanation for the emergence of self-diviniurion move

ments in Greece is, I think. more convincing than the shamanism hypothesis 
offered by Dodds. As Bremmer has noted, there are significmr problems 

with the hypothesis itself. there is no evidence of contact in Greece with 

shamanistic currents among the Scythians, ancl, indeed, chere is no evidence 
that shamanistic ide:a.s of this sort existed among the Scythians at all More
over, Dodds's acrempt to interpret the philosophers in question according to 
a shamanistic vision lead.~ ro forced readings. For example, Empedocles does 

not discuss shamanic spirit journeys, JO and, although Empedocles does posit 
a dualism of body and spirit, his ultimate position on ehe cosmos is monistic. 
Far more significant for my argument, however, is that Dodds is mistaken in 

trying ro use diffusion as an explanatory principle. Even if evidence for diffu
sion existed. the basic questions that need to be asked are: What claims were 
figures like the Orphics, Empedocles, PlatO, and Aristode making. Why 

were they making them, and What were the implications of such claims~ 
These questions can be answered only through a historical analysis of early 
Greek cultures, not through a purported diffusion from Scythia. I have 
therefore situated these figures in their historical context, have seen their 

claims of self-divinization in relation to an ongoing debate, and have shown 
how and why they were responding to the ritual specialists, as we" as the en

tire polis organization, of the day. 

Comparing China and Greece 

In curning co China, one might at first think that we confront a culture due 
witnessed no comparable debate concerning gods and humans. If K. C. 
Chang is correct, one would not expect a debate about the relationship 

between humans and spirits in early China. On the contrary, one would ex
peCt that spirits, like humans, would be conceptualized as part of a larger 

lO. For .pirit jourm:yJ, see Ch~ptcr s of this book. 
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mOnistic system. In other words, the eype of cosmological system that 
Empedocles was presenting in opposition to the dominant views of the time 

in early Greece would be, if Chang is right, a starring assumption in early 
China. 

Indeed, one could go a seep further and argue that some of what we have 

seen in Empedocles might support Chang's views concerning shamanism. 
With a few revisions, it could even be portrayed as supporting Dodds's hy

pothesis as weU. If Empedocles is a monisric, rather than a dualistic, thinker, 
then monistic notions of the cosmos might be linked with shamanism, and 

monism may have come to Greece only when shamanism entered through 
diffusion: because of irs continuing shamanistic foundations, Chinese civili

Zation adhered to a monistic cosmology as an assumption, whereas Greece 
developed this idea only when it became influenced from outside by shaman
ism. Thus, both Chang's thesis that shamanism should be associated with a 
monistic cosmos and Dodds's thesis that Empedocles was influenced by 

shamanistic currents from Central Asia would be confirmed. 
As the analyses in this chaprer and the preceding one have shown, both 

hypotheses are unconvincing. In this chapter I will quescion any linkage be
tween monisric notions and shamanism and will argue that, in both China 

and Greece, monistic notions emerged at {he same time as claims of self
divination-of rhe abiliey of humans co become like spirits-and that this 

occurred in opposition to the ritual specialisrs of the day. I will argue, in 
other words, that notions of monism and of rhe continuiey of the human 
and divine realms were not foundational in early China bur were, rather, as 
in Greece, consciously formulated ideas designed to critique beliefs and prac

tices dominant at the rime. The fact that some of these cosmological notions 
became dominant at the imperial COUrt during rhe H an should not mislead 
us into thinking they were common assumptions in the pre-imperial periods. 

Instead, these cosmological notions grew OUt of a debare not unlike that 
which developed in early Greece. This is not to say, of course, that the posi
tions raken within the twO cultures were identical or that me course of me 

debates was similar. My argument is, rather, thar the debates are comparable 
in terms of the motivating concerns and tensions. The interesting issue from 

a comparative perspective lies in discovering how and why rhe debates 
worked our as they did in the two cultures. 
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Humans and Gods in Early China 

These new cosmologicod norions developed in reaction (O me religious and 
political contexts of early China. lI The first point to emphasize is the degrce 
[0 which. JUSt as in early Greece, a highly theistic vision of the world conrin

ucd to pervade elite religious activities throughour rhe period discussed in 
this book. Although Mote admiu chat «it is true that in the vulg.arized ver

sions of this ruher philosophical conception [of naturalisml . spirirs some
times began to resemble 'gods:-ll I would argue that such norions were nor 

vulgarizations of a more pervasive naturalistic orientoltion. On the contrary. 

many of the religious orienu.tions seen in the Bronze Age continued 
through the Warring States period. 

Crucial [0 this cosmology was the norton that natura] phenomena were 

governed by distinct, active deities. One example among many can be found 

in the ~Ji f.( chaptet of the Liji: 

The mounujru, foresn, rivers, valleys, and hills that can send out clouds, make wind 
and rain, and cause to appear Strange phenomena are called spirits (shtn). He who 
possesses all under heaven sacriflces to the hundred spirits.)) 

Natura.! phenomena. the text is claiming. are under the direct control of par

ticular spirits. to whom the ruler must make continual sacrifices. 

And since natural phenomena were directly controlled by spirits-and 

porentiaUy fickle spirits at that-a great deal of religious activiry during the 

Warring Srares accordingly was devoted to charring which spirits controlled 

which domain of power. understanding their intentions through divinarion. 

and influencing them with sacrifices. It is in this context. for example, thar 

we should understand claims such as thou found in the Zuothuan thar one 

of [he civUizing acts ofYu consisted of casting cauldrons with images of the 

spirits. an act that allowed the people to ~know the spirits.-:H Similarly. the 

"Wuzang shanjing~ section of the Shanhaijing contains an ahaustive descrip

tion of. among other things. the various spirits of each mountain and the 

particular powers that each posUSKS. A rypical passage reads: ~ M for the 

l l. For an a tellerJI diJcumon of early Chinese reUgiow ~ic~. sec Poo, I" St4rdt ofPtr. 
~",d Wdf4rt. 

)l. Moce, IlIldl«lu.u FDund.iliolU o/Oi .... , p. 17. 
l). Up tht"oi, "Ji f.r,: 46.).1. 

l4. o.w",iw ZwnJ1<IuII Vwrt]i. Xun, l.ll.8b-~ . 
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appearance of their (i.e., these mounrains') spirits, they all have a human 

body and sheep horns. In sacrifices to them, we one sheep and, for grun of

ferings, use millet. These are the spirits. When they appear, the wind and 

rainwater make destruction: l5 The text then e:rr::plains the types of sacrifices 

mar dissuade these particuW spirits from causing desrrucrive winds and 

runs. Both of theu texts make an argument for rulership through a control 

of local spirits: by gaining powers oller enough divinities. the ruler can bring 

order to the world.)6 

Given the dominance of such notions, it is not surprising that sclleral 

texts from thu period present critical responses to the ritual specialists in 
charge of dealing with these spirits. I discuss four of these textS here: the 

Lull]u, early chlpters from me Mohists, the ~Chu yu, ria" chapter of the 

GuO]U, and the '"Neiye~ chapter of the GUGllzi. 

Heaven and Man in the Lunyu 

One of the most ofren-quoted passlges from the Lun]u is: -Fan Chi asked 

about knowledge. The master said, 'To work on behalf of what is proper for 

the people, to be reverent to the ghosts and spiritS and yet keep them at a 

distance, this can be called knowledge'" (6/:1.:1.). Although Confucius is often 

presented, at least in the ~religion to philosophy· framework. as marking a 

shift away from ·superstition" and toward ~rationalism,~J7 Confucius was not 

claiming that spirits do not exise, Indeed, he explicitly called on people to be 
reverent toward them. His point is, rather, to keep them at a distance and to 

focus on the human realm.l& 

It is within this context that we should understand Confucius' statements 

lbout spirits. As his disciples claimed: "He sacrificed as if present. He sacri

ficed to the spirits as if the spirits were present. The master said, 'If r do not 

participate in the sacrifice, it is as if f d id not sacrifice'~ (3/1:1.). The passage is 

)S. Shto..s...;ji"t".ul.u, "Dongshan jing: SBBY. 4.7b. 
)6. For a discunion ofl~ tau,"" Huper, "A ChineK Dtmonography: p. 479: mel 

Necdlwn,Srit>lct • ..J Ciri40tioJl iN eli .... ,): SO). 
)7. See, e.g., Fung,. A HmoI'] o/Q,j_ Pb~pbJ. I: sI. 
lS. 'Confucius" here refen nO\: to some historical ConJUciw but to a compoaite figure 

conJtrutfcO from lhe LU"Jw whose views arc repreKntafive of a ct:rtain <Irand of lale ChWl' 
qiu- urly Warring Sf~fe. oppo.1lition to lhe dominam form. of rdigiow pnClice. For an at· 
lempt to pcriodiu the clupters of the LU"Jw dlemwvu, Ke Brooks and Brook., 'Tht Orifll" 
AM/rd •. 
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a critique of contemporary s.acrificw practice, in which one engaged a rimal 
specialist to perform sacrifices properly. The goal of such sacrifices was to 
fnlnsforrn the spirits so that they would act on behalf of humanicy. Confu
cius' argument is that one should flXUS instead on the human realm: the 
point of sacrifice is not to persuade the spirits but to transform the humm 

performing the ritual Accordingly, one must perform the act oneself, and 
one must do so even though the spirits mly nor be present during the ritual. 
This position does not deny mat spirits act in the world. Rather, it argues 

2gainsr the view that humans should attempt to conrrol the spirits with sac
rifices: the goal should be self-transformation. 

Spirits, therefore. should not be the object of our concern: "The master 

did not speak of abnormalities (guai ~), force, disorder, or spiritsM (?IlI). 
Here again, there is no claim that the items on this list do not exist. Nor is 
there any claim that they are insignificant. Clearly, disorder and force are 
subjects of obvious concern. The power of the passage, therefore, lies pre

cisely in the implication that for most people these topics w(luld usually be 
objects of great concern, yet Confucius did not speak of them at all. The 
sense running throughout these passages is that spirits do have great potency, 
but humans should not speak of them, should avoid worrying about them, 

and should perform ritual actions not to influence them but to cultivate 
themselves. And yet one musr still revere them. Indeed, the highest way to 

revere them is precisely not to try to influence them. 
In many ways this position heightens the tensions noted in Chapter I. In 

the Western Zhou, a proper pattern for human life was emphasized. 
Heaven and the other spirits sometimes supported rhis pattern; at other 
times they did not. But ritual specialists could, to a limited extent, keep the 
divine powers within this pattern. But Confucius, by decrying the instru

mental use of sacrifices by ritual specialists, denied the powers thar were 
used in the Bronze Age to mollify divine forces and to make them work for 
the living. Instead, he urged that we simply cultivate ourselves and accept 
whatever the divine powers do. 

This stance explains both the reverence thar Confucius expressed toward 
Heaven, the greatest of the divine powers, as well as his view that we must 

not attempt to influence Heaven but accept whatever Heaven sends at us. 
Thus, for example, Confucius strongly embraced the idea that humans must 
follow the mandate of Heaven. Indeed, esteeming the mandate of Heaven 
was one point of difference between a gendeman and a lesser man: 
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Confucius said, "As for the gencleman, [here are three [hings he e$teetn$. He e$' 
teems me mandate of Huven, he esteems grUt men, and he esteems the words of 
uge$. A pcny man, not understanding the mandate of Huven. dOe$ not esteem it; 
he is disre$pectful t(l grUt men, and he ridicule$ the words of sage$." (16/8) 

And Confucius famously defined understanding the mandate of Heaven as 

one of the achievements of his life: 

The maner said, "At age fifteen, I Set my imenc on studying; at thiny I established 
mysdf; at fony 1 was no longer dduded; at fifty I understood the mandate of 
Huven; at sixty my e:u accorded; at seventy I followed what my hean desi red with· 
out transgression." (a/4) 

For Confucius, however, the mandate of Heaven was not a simple grant
ing of moral norms, nor did it involve rewarding the worthy or punishing 
the unworthy. Although Sima Qian would later, in his biography of Bo Yi 

and Shu Q i/ 9 critique Confucius for believing that the good are rewarded 
and the bad punished, Confucius in fact held no such position. Indeed, for 
Confucius. [he mandate of Heaven appeared to involve no ethical calculus 

whatsoever, lnd this presumably is a pan of why it took Confucius until age 
fifty to understand it. For example, when his flvorite disciple, Yan Hui, died 

young. Confucius exclaimed, "AW. Heaven is destroying me! Heaven is de
stroying me!" There is no sense here that Yan Hui had done anything to de

serve dying young. On the contrary, Confucius' response was to rail at 
Heaven, since it is Heaven th2t controls the mandate. 

Ji Kangzi uked, "Of your disciples, who loved learning:'" Confucius responded, 
-rherc was Yan Hui who loved brning. Unf(lnunardy he hld a shonened man· 
date, and he died. Now there is no one." {1I/7)<40 

What is mandated is under the control of Heaven. and there is no ethical 

calculus involved. 
Indeed, Confucius often emphasized the degree to which events are oue 

of the control of humans. When a certain Gongbo Liao defamed someone, 

and Zifu Jingbo asked Confucius if he should have Gongbo Liao killed, 
Confucius responded: "If the Wly is going to be put into practice. it is man

dated (ming). If ir is going to be discarded, that tOO is mandated. What does 
Gongbo Liao have to do with what is mandated?" (14136). Even the question 

3\/. Shiji, 11o.:m4-1S· 

4 (1. A .ill\il"I{~{cmcm 1ppc.l1r. in 6IJ· 
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of whether the: Way will prc:v.til is out of human hands: humans can put the: 
way into practice: only if H eaven wishes them to. ru with Confucius' State:· 

ments about his best disciple dying young. the: ;arrirudc: here: is simply rh:u 
one: must accept what Heaven has orcbinc:d. 

Nonetheless. Confucius held strongly to the view rh2[ no one should re
sent Heaven: 

The: master uid, "No one underltand, me." Zigong asked., "What does it mean to 

say no one underltllnw you?" The master replied.. 1 do not [csen~ Heaven nor beat 
a grudge apnsc man. J study here and rea<:h co what is above. Only Heaven under

stands me.: (1"./)5) 

Indeed. Confucius believed that humm culrure itself derives in p2rt from 
Heaven and ugued that culruta! patterns emerged when the initial sages 

modeled themselves on Heaven and then transmitted mose patterns to hu

manity: 

The master said: "Great indeed was the rulers hip of YolO. So majest ic-only Heaven 
is great, and only YOlO modded hinue1f upon it. So boundless, the people were not 
able to find a name for it. Majestic were his achievements. IUumious are his par· 
terned fomu (wtn zhang): (8h9) 

Heaven is also seen as being responsible for the continuation of these cw
rural patterns: 

When the master was in danger in Kuang. he said: "King Wen has died, but are hU 
cultural pan:enu (wen) not here:' If Heaven had wanred ro destroy these cultunJ 
patterns, rhen those who died later would nor have been able to parricipaIe in the 
cultural patterns, Since Heaven has not destroyed these cultural panenu, what can 
the people ofKuang do to me:'" (9/s) 

Heaven is thus granted a normative role. The patterns of human culture 

(Wtn) emerged from Heaven, and it is Heaven rhat allows those patterns (0 

continue. 

Thus, the parterns that should guide human behavior can be tnlced to 

Heaven-they are parrerns observed by the sages and brought from H eaven 

to humanity, H owever, the commands of Heaven do not necessarily involve 

support for those who follow these patterns. And yet man must not resent 

Heaven for this and indeed muSt strive (0 understand and even esteem rhese 

commands. 
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Such.a posirion is a variant ofrhe tensions present in the Western Zhou. 

H e.aven is revered. and both living up to:and accepting what Heaven ordains 

are man's highest goals. But since. in Confucius' view, man cannot influence 

Heaven through s.acrif'ices (or, to be more explicit, through sacrificing to the 

spiriu who then perition Heaven on behalf of the living). man must simply 

cultiv.ate himself and accept wh.atever He.aven does.~t 

The Mor.al Cosmos of the Mohisrs 

If Confucius responded to the tensions between humans and Heaven 

by embnlcing them:and denying che .ability of humans to transform He.aven, 

the Mohists took the opposite approach:and denied the tensions altogether. 

For them. Heaven w.as a mor.al deity who acted according to a cle.ar 
morn calcwus: -Heaven desires propriety and detests impropriety.-·2 Ac

cordingly, humans must model themselves on H eaven in order to act prop

erly: "The gentlemen who desire to act with propriety must accord with 

che intent of Heaven" (iianzhi. xia.N ,.na). Moreover, H eaven actively in

tervenes in human affairs to reward the good .and punish the bad. If, 

for example. someone kills an innocent man, H eaven sends down a c.alamity 

(iianzhi, xia: ,.na-b) • .as do the ghosts .and spirits arrayed below Heaven 

(-Minggui, xia," ,.lb). Absent here is any sense that either Heaven or 

the spirits are capricious. All of them alw.ays act according to a c1e.ar moral 

calculus. 

The Mohist .advice to the rulers of the day was thus to simply follow 

H e.aven. just as, the Mohisu cl.aim, the sage-kings of the paSt did: 

Therefore. in ancienr times the sage-kings made m.anifesr .and understood whaI 
Heaven and the gh<»u blCS5 and avoided what Heaven and the ghOlts detest 10 as 
[0 increase the bcnmtll of all under Heaven and eradi,.are the problenu of all under 
Heaven. (l'ianVii. :U1ong." 1.6.20) 

Like Confucius, the Mohists believed that hwnans must follow the com

m.ands of He.aven. but, unlike Confucius, che Mohiscs saw tho,se commands 

:IS ethical. 

~, . FOT a .... n~wh.1t different reading of thue iUlla. I« Ning Chen. 'Confutiui View of 

Fale(Mi"I): 
~~ . MOll. "Tiall:~hi. xia: 7.1oa: he~inafier citationl from the Mni are givcn in the text. 
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Indeed, nor only should humans follow the commands of Heaven, but it 
was Heaven itsc:lf who 

made kings, duke$, and lords and charged [hem with, first, rewarding the worthy 
and punishing the wicked and, s«ond, plundering the merais, wood, birds, and 
beasts and working the five grains, hemp, and silk so as to make the materials for 
peeple's clothing and food. (-rianzhi, zhong." 7.7a) 

Heaven instituted the polirical hierarchy and taught rulers how to rule and 

how to appropriare natural resources for the benefit of humanity. The hier
archy of the human world thus replicates the hierarchy of the cosmos, with 
the rulers rewarding [he worthy and punishing the unworthy just as Heaven 
above does. 

There is no sense here [hat humans. through their sacrifices, are trans
forming H eaven and the spirit world in order to persuade them to act on 

behalf of humanity. nor is there any sense that humans are utilizing sacri
fices in order to make material resources available for human consumption. 
On the contrary. the hierarchy of Heaven and the spirits is a given, and that 
hierarchy is already predisposed to aid humanity. Indeed, it is Heaven that 

created the kings. and Heaven that directs humanity to appropriate the 
natural world. It is as if the goal of la te Shang sacrifices became the founda
tion for Mohist thought. 

Moreover. for the Mohists sacrifices are not cransformative. Instead, 
rhey are simply a case of humans giving the spirits what the spirits need, 
just as the spirits give humans What humans need. Ir is with the Mohists, 

in other words, that one finds the bureaucratic vision of sacrifices thar 
Keighrlc:y sees in the Shang. The Mohist narrative of the origins of sacri
fices makes the point wc:lL The narrative appears in a Mohist argument 

about the importance of identifying with one's superior. This is true at 
each level of the hierarchy, all the way up to H eaven. Thus. the argument 
goes, if one identifies with the ruler but fails to identifY wirh Heaven, 
then H eaven will send down punishments. To prevent rhis, sacrifices were 
instituted: 

Therefore, if it were like this. then Heaven would send down cold and heat without 
moderation, snow, frost. rain, and dew at the improper rime. the five grains would 
nor grow, and the six animals would nor prosper .... Therefore, in andent rimes, 
rhe uge-kin!;$ clarified what Heaven and rhe ghosts desire and avoided what 
Heaven and the ghOStS detest. They thereby sought to increase rhe benefits of all 
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under Heaven and push away the problems of all under Heaven. They thereby led 
the myriad peeples under Heaven ro purify themsdves, barhe, and make libations 
and offerings to sacrifice to Heaven and the ghosts. rShangtong. zhong." 3.Sa-b) 

Heaven and the ghosts desire sacrifices, and the sage-kings of the paSt there
fore instituted them. Thenceforth, ~favors from Heaven and the ghosts 

could be obtained" ("Shangrong. zhong." 3.Sb), If humans sacrifice properly, 
then the divine powers will send down blessings. In short. the Mohist view 
of sacrifices is precisc:ly do ut d~s-precisely rhe view rhat Keighrley and Poo 

Mu-chou, incorrectly in my opinion. tried to read into Shang sacrifices. In
deed, stories abound in the Moxi about the importance of gauging the cor
rect amount of sacrifices to give in order to receive the proper amount of di

vine blessings in rerum. As one example among many: 

The sacrificer of Lu sacrificed one pig and sought one hundred favors from the 
ghOStS and spirits. Master Mo:ti said to him, -rhis is unacceptable. If you give to 
others sparingly and yet expect them [in response] to give generously, then they will 
be afraid of your giving things to them. Now. if you sacrifice one pig and expect one 
hundred favors from the ghosrs and spirits, then they will be afraid of getting ucri
fices of oxen and sheep: ("Luwen: 13.6b) 

Like Confucius, the Mohists opposed the use of sacrifice to coerce or 
cransfonn the spirit world. But, unlike Confucius, the Mohists asserted that 
sacrifices should be used to gain benefits from the spirit world. Not only is it 
a moral cosmos, but it is also one that operates according to a hierarchical do 
ut dcs framework. For this reason, the Mohists argued strongly against the 
notion of fate.4J Since the highest power, Heaven, is moral, the only issue is 
whether the ruler models himself on Heaven and actS properly to those be
low. If he does, there will be order; if he does not, H eaven will send down 

punishments. 

When men of propriety are above, all under Heaven wi!! be ordered. The High 
God. as well a.s the ghOSts and spirits of the mountains and streams. will have their 
master of sacrifices, and the myriad peoples will r«eive great benefits. ("Ftiming. 
shang." 9.3a) 

Sacrifice, in short, is simply a part of the proper hierarchical functioning of 

the cosmos. Ir is not that sacrifices rransfonn the spirits; rather. humans give 

4]. Stt the "Feinting" chapter,.;r.lI of whkh. a.s their ririe implies, contain lengthy critiques 
of the notion oHatt. 
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their supenors what they need. Indeed, when the Mohists argue that 

Heaven loves universally, they even give as one of their examples the ncr 

that Heaven accepts sacrifices nom all-and, ifhe accepts sacrifices from all, 
he will send down blessings co all (MTianzhi, ria, W 7.1I.a). 

Like Confucius, the Mohists deny that s.acrifices can transfonn He.aven 

.and the spirits. But, for Confucius this meant that one simply h.ad to .accept 

the capriciousness of those powers. For the Mohists, on the contrary, it is 

unnecessary to tr.ansfonn H eaven or in any way .aCt to coer-ee it; Heaven is 
explicitly the source of propriety, and, indeed, of all things th.at the Mohists 

deem good. And hum.ans .are simply called on to follow He.aven's comm.anw 

.and thus .achieve the order th.at H eaven has made possible. For the Mohists, 

the cosmos is moral .and is controlled by.a mor.al deity and a mor.al pantheon 

of spirits, and humans should simply submit themselves to that deity in or

der to .achieve a proper order, The tensions between humanity .and divine 

powers .are denied by arguing th.at H eaven and the spirits are not capricious 

and .alre.ady act on behalf ofhumaniry, .and that the cosmos is already hier.ar

chically structured .and therefore not in need of human sacrifices to so order 

it. All humans need to do is follow the commands of He.aven, and those 

comm.ands will.always lead them properly, 

Separating Humans and Spirits and Dividing H eaven 

and Earth: The ~Chu yu, xia
M 

C hapter of the Guoyu 

Confucius and the Mohists, .albeit for different reasons, rejected the use of 

sacrifices to coerce and transform the divine re.alm, but others attempted to 

define more carefully the relations th.at ritual specialists should maintain 

with the spirits. A de.at ex.ample of this can be found in the MChu yu, xiaW 

chapter of the Guoyu, which critiques its own .age by looking back to an ear

lier period when ritu.al specialists beh.aved properly. 

This section indudes .a pass.age widely cited in rhe sinologic.al literature 

on shamanism. Indeed, K. C. Chang's argument for shamanism in early 

China is based to a significant degree on his reading of this p:mage. Ch.ang 

followed Derk Bodde's paraphrase: 

Anciencly, men and spirits did not intermingle. At that time there were ceruin per
sons who were so perspicacious, single-minded, and reverential that their under
standing enabled them to make meaningful colladon of what lies above and below, 
and thei r insight to illumine what is distant and profound. Therefore the Ipirit. 
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would descend into them. The possessors of such powers were, if men, called xi 
(shamans), and, if women, WII (shamane5$es). It is they who supervised the positions 
of the .pirits at the ceremonies, sacrificed to them. and otherwise handled rdigioU$ 
matters. As a consequence, the spheres of the divine and the profane were kept dis
rinct. The spirits sene down blessings on the people, and accepted from them their 
offerings. There were no natural calamities."" 

Chang calls this -the most import.ant textual reference to shamanism in an
cient China. w4S 

Fung Yu-lan understood this passage in a similar way. H owever, Fungo 

reading the passage according to his gener.al Mreligion to philosoph( argu

ment, denigr;tced the link belWeen humans and gods that Chang celebrated: 

What is said here shows in a general way the forms of superstition of the early Chi
nese. From the faa that sorcerers and witches were considered necessary to regulate 
the dwelling pla.:es, positions at the sacrifices, and order of precedence of me spirits. 
we may see how numerous these spirits were. The faa that the spirits were sup
posed to be able to bestow happiness, receive sacrifices, and to enter into human be
ings. shows rhar rhey were regarded as anthropomorphic beings. And the stare_ 
ments that "people and spiries were confusedly mingled," ' people and spirits hdd the 
same position," and "the spirits followed the custonu of the people; show us that 
rhe ,acrions of the spirits were looked upon as being quite indistinguishable from 
those of human beings. The Chinese of that: time were superstitious and ignorant; 
they had rdigious ideas but no philosophy; so thar the rdigious ide2$ and spirin 
which they believed in were exaccly like those of the Greeks.46 

I will follow David Keighdey in arguing that the passage in nCt has litde 

to do with shamanism.of1 Indeed, f.u from referring to a mixing of humans 

and spirirs, the text is explicitly oriented toward defining humans and spirits 

as, normatively. separate. Like Pindar, the writers of this text were arguing 

against any attempt to weaken the boundary belWeen humans and spirits. 

The text revolves .around King Z hao ofChu (r. 515-489 Be) and his min

ister Guan Yifu: 

44. K. C. Clung. A.rc, Myth, and Ri,ual, p. 44. For Bodde', par~phrase, see hi.! "Myths of 
Anci<m China; p. l9D. 

4S. K. C. Chang. A.rc, Myth. ~nd Ri/wRI, p. 4S. 
46. Fung. A HiIIO'1 ojo,i"tlt PhilolQphy, I' lj-l4. 
41. Keiglllky, -Sh~maniJm, Death, and ehe Ancestors: pp. hl-;l4. The pmicular PlS' 

u~ in queldon here is diacuned in detail in Keighdey's unpublished 'Shamanism in G"ol"~ 
A Tale of l he,;j and IIIW : 
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King Zhao aliked. Gum Yi(u: "What does the Zhoushu m~ when it refen [0 

Chong and Li causing HClI.ven and Earth to have no communication? If this had nor 
happened. would the people be able to :ucend to Huven:'"i.! 

The precise reference here is unclear. H owever, the "Lii xing~ chapter of the 

Shangshll mentions the activities orChong and Li in its description of the crea

tion of punishments by the San Miao. -w Oi, heeding the cries of the people, 
decided [0 intervene: 

Those who were oppressed :md terrified and hcing execudon announced thei r in

nocence [0 the powers above. The high Oi surveyed the people. but there wu no 
fragrant vil'fUc, and the punishments sem OUt a smell thac was rank. The august OJ 
pitied ilI1d fde com~sion for chose among the multitudes who, though innocent, 

were facing execution. He requited the oppressors with terror and puc an end ro the 
Miilo people so chac they hOld no descendiinrs. He thereupon ordered Chong and Li 
co break the communication between Heaven and Earth so [hat rhere would be no 
more descending and reaching up. 50 

The passage clearly represents the interruption of communicacion berween 

Heaven and Earth as a good thing: Di did so in order (0 establish a proper 

hierarchy. The sense would appear to be that the San Miao, in creating 

punishments, had usurped privileges that belonged to (he god alone. 

The San Miao, in shon, had transgressed the limits of what is permitted for 

humans. 

In the -Chu yu- chapter, however, King Zhao asks if the passage perhaps 

had the opposite m eaning: mat the breaking of communication berween 

Heaven and Eanh was now preventing humans from ascending ro the heav

ens. Guan Yifu immediately opposes such a reading: -rhis is not what it 

means. In ancient times, the people and me spirits did not mix- (IS. la). Peo

ple and spirits were separated in antiquity, and, as Guan YiFu explains, a 

proper ritual separation was maintained berween them. More specifically, 

ritual specialists were responsible for maintaining the proper sacrifices; 

Those among [he people whose essence was bright and never divided and who were 

able (0 be proper, reverential, correct, and recrified, their wisdom wu capable of 
comparing the propriety of whar was above and whac wal below; thei r sagacity wa.s 

43. GU'Ju, "Chu yu, xi>.; ,8.,~; hereimher cited in the text. 
49· For a derailed discuuion of the "w xing" chapcer, lee my AmW .... lmct "/emHio", cru.p. ,. 
so. ss","gshw zht"gyi, U xing." 19.Lob-nb. 
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:l.ble ro glorify what was distant :l.nd display what was bright; thei r dC:l.r-sighcedness 
was able to g1orilj> and iIlumin:l.[e ir; [heir keen hC:l.ring was able to listen :l.nd discern 
it. As such, the illuminated spirits descended to them.5I As regards males, they were 
cilled xi Im.ale ritu.al specialisrs]; as regards women, chey were c.alled wu Ifem.ale rir

u.al speci.alistsJ. They were employed in order to regulate the placement, positions, 
precedence, and ranks of the spirits and to prepare the sacrifici.al victims, vessds, and 

season.al garments. (18.la) 

The ritual specialists were rectified and proper, and the spirits thus de

scended to accept t heir sacrifices. The duties of these ritual specialists in

volved granting spirits their proper rank and precedence. Guan Yifu's argu

ment parallels the views ascribed to ritual specialists in the S hang and early 

Zhou tens (see C hapter I): the duty of such specialists was to o rder the spir

its and grant chem their proper posicion. 

Because the ritual specialists performed eheir duties correctly, the tasks of 

humans and spirits were defined properly: 

The people and spirits had different tasks. These were respected :l.nd not [cal1ll

gressed. Thus, the spirits sent rhem good hacve.us, and the people used che produce 
to sacrifice. Disasters did not come, and chere were no deficiencies in whae they 

sought for use. (18.Lb-u) 

The ritual specialists regulated (he positions of m e spirits correctly, and the 

sp irits in turn granted good harvests. The people (hen used t he produces of 

the harvest to sacrifice to the spirits. In shon, because the ritual specialists 

observed their appropriate tasks, the worlds of humans and spirits were cor

reedy demarcated and no disasters occurred. 

Clearly, this is tar removed from shamanism. The text is not describing 

(he d escent of spirits into humans, and its only reference to humans ascend

ing is a negative one: it argues against any such arrempt. Contrary to C hang's 

interpretation, the ten is claiming that spirits and humans should be sepa

rated and placed within a ptoper hierarchy of functions. Wu here thus seems 

best translared as -riruai speci.alists-; I would agree with Mair's argument 

(see pp. 84-86) that t he wu are not shamans at aU. 

5'. This is tnc p.a .. age that BOOde read as "tnc spirin would descend into tncm" and. !ru.t 
ClUIng used to build his argument for shamanism. In f~,t, however, the wordingp"gvx sim

ply meaN "to desc~nd and arrive" -which is exactly what spiriu are supposed to do when ef
f«live rilual'p«ialil:u enlice the", with tnc proper blmdishmenu. 
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Gwn Yifu cominues: 

When it came to the declining period of Shao Hao, [he Jill Li brought disorder to 
the power (de). The people and spirirs were mixed up. Things could not be assigned 

to their proper caregorie$. People made their own offerings, and each f2mily had a 

ritual speciali$[ (wu) and a scribe.. There was no demand for substance. The people 

exhausted themsdves in sacrifices and rer knew no good fOrTUne.. They nude offer

ings without proper moderation. The people and the spirits occupied [he same posi· 

don. The people profaned the proper covenants. There was ntidlsr respect nor rev· 
erence.. The spiritS had improper intimacy with the people; they did not purify their 

behavior. Bountiful harvests were not sent down, and there was no produce for use 

in making offerings. Misfortunes and disasters repe.ned.ly C:lme. No one used up 
their 'Ii. ([S.n) 

The ritual differentiuion that had characterized ehe earlier per iod broke 

down, and humans and spirits became mixed. Each family employed its own 

ritual specialis t, and the order and precedence of the offerings collapsed. 

Even though sacrifices increased, good harvests ended and disasters arose. 

When Z huan X u took power, the situation was finally rectified: 

Zhuan Xu succeeded. him (Shao Hao]. He thereupon ordered Chong. rhe rectifier 

of the 50uch, to supervise Heaven and thereby usemble rhe spi ries. He ordered Li, 
the rectifier of fi re, ro supervise EarTh and thereby usemble the people. He made 

them revive [he old rules. There were no more mutu.al usurparioIl$ and encroach
ments. This is what wu meant by breaking [he communication between Heaven 
and Earth. ([s.n) 

When Chong and Li were assigned the tasks of supervising Heaven and Earth, 

respectively, each was demarcated properly, and th is, Guan Yifu argues, was 

the meaning of breaking the communication between H eaven and Earth. 

Unlike King Z hao, Guan Yifu clearly sees this rupture as a good thing. 

A similar problem arose when the San Miao appeared, but Yao was able 

to rectify things by supporting the descendants of C hong and Li: 

After this, rhe San Miarl restored the power of the Jiu Li. Yao turned again [0 nur

turing the descendants of Chong and Li. Those who had noc forgotten the old were 
made to revive their regularing. From char point, down to the Xia and Shang, the 

Chong and Li families accordingly placed Heaven and Earth in order and disdn
guished their proper spheres of management. (IS.n-b) 

This situation continued into ehe Zhou dynasty: 
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With the Zhou, So XiuJU of Cheng was their descendant. In the rime of King 
Xuan, he Ion his office and became part of the Sima clan. E$teeming his ancestors 
u spirits so as co hold the awe of the people, he said: "Chong truly raised heaven, 

and Li truly lowered. Earth: (IS.lb) 

But, with the d ecline of the Zhou, the proper demarcation of Heaven and 

Earth was lost again: 

But when chey mer the disorders of chis age, none was able to withstand it. If such 
had not been the case, then Heaven and Earch would be complete and not .altering. 

How can they be joined together? (Is.lb) 

The implicarion is t hat the problem confronting G uan Yifu and his contem

poraries was the loss of the proper distinction between H eaven and Earth. 

Far from being a shamanistic text, the "Chu yu, xia" is a call for a ritual 

separation of h umans and spirits and a critique of any intermingling of the 

two. T he goal is harmony through ritual separation. The text is defending a 

position much closer to that of Pin dar. 

Becoming Like a Spirit: The "Neiye" C hapter of the Guanzi 

If the LllnJIl reveals a concern with keep ing spirits at a disrance, if the M o

hists asserted an absolute, pregiven hiera rchy of h umans and spirits, and if 

the "Chu yu, xia" chap ter represenrs an arrempt to maintain a ritual separa

cion of humans and spirits, the "Neiye" chapter of the Gllan~i is representa

tive of attemprs to break down the barriers between humans and spirits al

together. 

The "Neiye," chapter 49 of the Guan;:i, S2 builds its argument around 

three inrerreiated terms: qi, essence (jing m), and spirit (JMn). Qi, which I 
here leave untransiared, is the energy and substance of all things. In its m ost 

refined form, qi becomes essence: "Essence is the essence of qi: S
) Spirit is 

then defined as a refined qi as well; as we shall see, it becomes another name 

in this text for essential qi. 

Sl. For an excelkm transbrion and analysis of the "Nciye," see ROlh, Origindl TdO. Stt also 

III( invaluable diKuuiotU by Roth, "P~ychol"llY and Sdf-Cultiv:ltion in IWly Taoini<: 

Thought": and Graham, Disputm of the TdO, pp. lOG-lOS. Aho utremdy hdpfuJ is Qiu Xigui, 

"Jixia Oaojia jingqi .huo de yanjiu: For a discussion of lhe dating of the "Neiye: see ROlh, 
Oriti",,1 T~o, pp. 1]-)0: idem, "Redaction Criti<:ism and the Early H istory of Taoism: pp. J.+-

17: and Rickett, G"""t;, 1: )1-)9. 

U. GIIQ"~;, "Nciye,' 16.ab: l",r.inaEtcr circd in the rext . 
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The text opens up with one of irs more provocative renderings of this 

argument: 

A. for the cuence (ji",) of all rhings (WIll, it is this due is life. Bdow it generates the 
five grains; 3bovc it becomes the arrayed stars. When it floatS between Haven and 
Earth, we call it ghom and spirits; when it is stored. within :l penon's chest. we call 
tlut penon a sage. ([6.1.1.) 

& the life force, essence generates ill things on C2rth and in the heavens. 

Spirits are simply the essence flo2ting between Heaven and Earth. and sages 

arc those who have such essence within. H um2n sages, in orner words. can

rain within themselves the same essence found in spirits. 

Indeed. the only significant difference between humans and spirits is that 
spirits are pure essence (and thus float between Heaven and E2rth), whereas 

humans are a mix of essence :and form: 

As for the birth of humans: H eaven brings forth the essence, and Earth brings forth 
the form. They combine these to make humans. When rhey harmonize, there is life: 

when they do not, there is not life. If we examine the way of harmony, its essence 
cannot be seen. its signs cannor be d a.uified. When there are :urangemenr and regu
larion in the mind, this rhereby gives long life. Ifharred and anger lose their measure, 

one should make a plan for them. Moderate the five desi res. and expel the [We evih. 
If one is not joyous and nor angry, balance and correcmess fills the chest. (16.sb) 

Humans thus occupy a unique place in the cosmos because they combined 

the essenCe received nom H eaven and form received from Earth. By hanna-

nizing these, humans can attain longevity. 

Harmonizing the essence and form requires one to live pro perly with 

Heaven and Earth: 

Heaven values correa:nesl; Earth values levdness; man values calmness and srillness. 
Spring. autumn, wintet', and summer are the Stalons of Heaven. MountaiN, hills, 

srreanu, and valleya are the branches of Earth. Happiness. anger, taking. and giving 
are the $Chema of man. For this rtalon. rhe liage altUS with the seasons but is not 
rraNformed. follows things bur is not changed.. (16.ab) 

The sage must recognize the proper values of Heaven. Earth, and man

correctness. levelness. and stillness. respectively. The sage must be still and 

not be transformed o r changed by the alterations of Heavenly seasons. the 

shifts in the earthly landscape, and the schemes of other humans. 
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Doing so will allow him to have a settled heart and ul timately become a 

resting place for essence: 

Only he who is capable of being correct and still is capable of being setded.. Ifhe has 
a settled mind within, ears and eyes that are keen of hearing and .ight. and four 
lim!» that are durable and smlng. then he can be the resting place of the essence. 

Essence is the e.uence of f. When the ~j fonows the Way, [here is life. When there 
is life. mere is thought. When there is thought, there is knowledge. When there is 
knowledge. one Stops. In all cases, Ihe fotnu of the mind are such that transgressive 
knowledge leads to a 1051 of life. (16.ab) 

By becoming senled. the sage is able to develop a fonn that an bring essence 

to rest within himself. This grantS him life and knowledge. The concern of 

the aumors thus becomes clear. The problem is that our essence tends to 

dissipate nom our fonn because of the changes, alterations, and schemes of 

Heaven, Earth. and man. Our goal, therefore, should be to keep our essence 

within our form and thus maintain the proper balance of Heaven and Earth 

within us. 

Essence is the most refined state of ~i. Moreover, qi that follows the Way 

allows for life- the very thing said about esscnce. T he implication is that 

one refines one's qi by following the proper Way. If this is done. one's fonn 

becomes correct. one obtains longevity. and one's act ions meet with success: 

The Way is rhaI about which che mourh cannot speak. (he eye cannot see, Ihe ear 
cannot hear. It is rhar with which one cultivates the mind and corrects the form. If 

men lose it. they die; if they obtain it, they live. If. in pcrfomung t:uks, [rhe Way] is 
lost. one will fail; iEir is obtained. rhe ta.sb will be completed. (16.aa-b) 

To do this, however, the Way itself must be brought to rest, since it. tOO, 

hu no fixed place. Thus. one must render one's mind srill and bring one'S qi 
into accord with the nonnative panem (Ii): ~ow, the Way is without a 

fixed place, bur a good mind will bring it to test and ate for it. If the mind is 
still and (he qi panemed (Ii), the Way can thereupon be brought to a Stop· 

(16.u). O ne's goal is to bring the Way to rest within one's fonn. Here again. 

change and movement arc dangers, and longevity rests with stillness. 

H owever, insofar as the Way 61ls all under Heaven, he who can bring it 

to rest within himself gains access to the entire cosmos: 

The Way fills all under Heaven. It is everywhere thar people reside, but people are 
unable to undersrand. Wirh rhe liberation (jir M) of (he one word. one explores 
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{(htJ) Heaven above, reaches to Earrh below, and encircles and fill.s [he nine regions. 

(16.3b.) 

The Way pervldes everything. Accordingly. he who can grasp it with the 
one word (i.e., me "'Way,,) can be liberated and is able [0 explore Heaven 
and Earth and fill [he world. The daim here is not that [he adept acrual.J.y 
explores the cosmos in person; the poim is r;uher du[ the "dept can gain 
,hese powers by gruping the one word that perv2des the cosmos. As the rext 

cJ:plic.ues: 

WJw: doa it mean to be liberated by it? It resides in the stability of the mind.. If 

one's mind is regulated, onls senses ate thereby regulated. If onc's mind is srabiliud, 

one's lelUes are thereby stabilized. What regulate! them is the mind. and what In_ 

bilizes them is the mind. The mind therefore stores the mind; within the mind there 

is also a mind. In this mind of the mind. tones precede wor~. Only after there are 

[ones are there fornu; only after there are fornu is there the word; only after the 
word is there comrol; only after there is comrol iJ there regulation. If there is no 
regulation, there will inevitably be disorder. If there is disorcier, there will be death. 
(16.]b-4a) 

The process occurs entirely within the adept himself The adept must stabi

lize h is mind and thereby regulate hiJ senses. The mind within his mind re

sponds and hence experiences me inherent resonance that exists in musical 

tones. Only through this reson;mce can one grasp the one word-that 

which pervades everything. And by grasping that which pervades everything. 

one is mereby liberated. 

Similarly, by obtaining the one word that pervades CIIerything. all under 

Heaven will submit: 

If a regulated mind resides within, regulated words will wue from one'l mouth and 
regulated rasks will be applied [0 men. As such. all under Heaven will be ordered. 

When the one word U: oba.ined. all under Heaven will submit. When the one word 
U: determined. all under Heaven will obey. (t6.)a) 

The one word is the fUlcrum of the cosmo.s. By obtaining the one word, the 

adept' is able to make himself the fUlcrum of the cosmos as well. and all un

der Heaven will submit itself to him. 

The author make these same points about qi itself. A proper utilizat ion of 

qi allows humans co possess within themselves the same qualities found in 

the rest of the cosmo.s: -rherefore, the qi of the people is bright as jf ascend

ing to Heaven and dark as if entering into an abyss; vast as if residing in the 
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ocean and constricted as if residing in rhe seW (16.la). T he claim again is not 

rhar humans acrw.lly ascend to H eaven and encompass distant regions 

(claims, as we will scc, that were indeed made later within comparable 

frameworks). The argument is rarher rhar qi is whar enables humans to have 

access, through something within themselves, [0 the rest of the cosmos. 

And, since qi thus pervades the cosmos, an understanding of it allows me 

adept [0 nuke all under Heaven submit: ~ewards arc not sufficient to en
courage goodness, and punishments arc nor sufficient to correct the trans

gressive. When awareness of the qi is obuined. ,,11 under Huven will submit. 

When awareness of the mind is settled, all under Heaven will obey" (16.4b). 

Indeed, if one can hold fast to the qi and not let it escape, one gains power 

over things: 

T herefore, this 'Ii cannot be stopped with force, but it can be made to rcst through 
power (at); it cannOt be called through sound, but it can be wdcomed through mu
sical pitch. Reverently hold W t to it and do not lose it. This we cill ·completing the 

power: When the power is complete and knowledge emergcs, then the myriad 
things (W\I) can be fully obtained. (16.la-b) 

By holding fast to that qi and not letting it escape, one can obt"in the myriad 

things. Since qi pervades the cosmos and exisu in [he forms of all things, rhe 

ability to make the qi rest within oneself gives the adept an ability to control 

those th ings. 

In shon, the monistic cosmos posited by rhe authors allows them to 

make great clainu for the potential powers of those who follow the tc'achings 

of the text. Not only is the "dept "ble to transform with the changes of the 

world without altering his own qi, but he is in her "ble to gain control of 

things: 

To unify things and be able [ 0 uansform them is called spirit (Jbcn). To unify affain 
and be able to .. .lrer them is cilled cnft. Transforming but not altering the 'Ii, a1eer
ing but not changing one's cnfi-: only the superior man holding (ast to the One is 

able to do this. By holding Wt to the One and not losing it. he is able to rule over 
the myriad things. The superior man controll things (shi II1II); he il nO[ controlled by 
them. He obtains the pattern (Ii) of the One. (16.),,) 

Since the cosmos is monistic, it follows thu chere is an inherent p"ttem (Ii) 

to the oneness of the world. If the adept brings his qi into accord with this 

pattern and holds fast to it, then he can achieve mutery over the things {Will 
thar populace rhe world. 
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Indeed, he who can fully gain such powers and fill himself with essence, 

the most refined surc of qi, is able to avoid all disasters and h:um: 

When the essence aim. it giva life of itsdf. On the outside. ;a]j will be s([[led and 

RourUhing. Intemally. one can uore it so thilt it xu as the source of 11 fountain. 
Floodlike. harmonious, and tranquil. it acu as the depths of the 'Ii, If the dcpdu do 
nor dry up. the nine apertUres will therrupon open. They are thereby able (0 a· 

halUt Heaven and Earth and cover the four leu. If within one has no ddusioru. 

then ouuide there will be no disuters. If the mind is complete within, the form will 
be complete on the outside. One will not encounter Heavenly disuters nor mttt 

with injuries from others. This person we call [he nge. (16.411) 

Since the essence pervades everything. access to it grants me ldcpr fUll pow
ers to penetrate everything. exhaust Heaven and Earth, and avoid disasters. 

At times, the rexr refers (0 this euence as Mspirit~ (shtn): 

There is a spirit that of itself resides within the body. at times leaving. at 
times entering. No one is able to contemplate it. If you lose it, there will be disorder; 
if you obrain it. there will be order. Carefully clean its resting place, and the essence 
will of its own enter. Refine your thoughts and contemplate it; make rranquil 
your memories and bring it to order. Be reverent. generous, dignified, and respectful, 
and the essence will come and setde.. Obtain it and do not dispense with it. 
Your ears and eyes will never go astray, and your he:rt will h:ve no other designs. 
When a correct mind resides within. the myriad things will obtain their standard. 
(16.ja-b) 

Each person. therefore, has a spirit-refined 'Ii-within his own body. The 

goal of self-cultivation is then to keep this spirit within oncscl£ 
By doing so. the adept is able to gain an understanding of the things of 

the world: 

The extremity of divine ilIuminadon (WII lIIillg)-SO brilliant. it knows the myriad 
things. Hold it fut within. and do not be excessive. Sol Do not ..now things to disor
det the .eru.es, and do nOt ..now the .enses to diJ.order the mind.. This is called ob
taining it within. (16.)a) 

The adept is able to understand all things because he does not allow 
his unscs to be disordered by things and holds fast (0 the divine illumina
tion within. 

Sot. FoUowing Wang Niaruun in dropping {he Ji.' e>:crescenl. 
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Indeed. the text argues, self-cultivation allows the sage to gain the powers 

of the spiri ts-Without resorting to the arts of the religious specialists of 

the day: 

Concentrue the 'Ii as if a spirit (ru shcn 1ZIl ifII). and the myriad things will all rQide 
within. Can you concentrate' Can you unifY? Can you nOt engage in crackm.aking 
and milfoil divinarion and yd: undentand auspiciolUness and inauspieiousness~ Can 
you stO~ Can you r=:h an end:' Can you not seek from Others and obtain it in 
youndP. Think about it. think about it, and think about it again. If you think about 
it but do Me pe!ld:f2te, the ghOstS and spiritS will pend:f2re it. ThiJ is not due to the 
POW" of ebe ghosts:md spirits; it u due [0 the ultimate point of essential 'Ii. (16.sa) 

The argument here rests on the claim that the universe is composed of qi, 
and that change is a produo;r of the alterations and transformations of this 'Ii. 
Shfn, the most highly refined form of 'Ii, is able to understand the proper 

movements of the univeru, and, since humans have chis form of 'Ii within 
themselves as well. mey ultimately can attain the same comprehension 

through their own efforts. 
The claim, in other words, is that there exist substances within oneself 

that, properly cultivated, can gain one the powers of a spirit. Thus, self· 
cultivation allows one to understand auspiciousness and inauspiciousness 

without resorting to divination. This understanding is attained not because 
the ghosts and spirits have given one information, and not because self
cultivation allows one to ascertain the intentions of particular spirits, but be· 
cauu one has a£nined sufficient refinement on one's own to understand the 

worlcings of (he universe. 
Thus. since all mings consist of 'Ii, that which possesses the most refined 

'Ii (as do the spirits) possesses boch knowledge about and power over 

that which possesses less refined 'Ii. By accumulating aunce within himself. 
man becomes like a spirit: able to understand the changes of forms, avoid be
ing harmed by them, and even gain control over them. In orner words, the 

cosmology of the ~eiyeW is one ofhicrarchical monism, and one's goal is to 
gain ever more potency over {he world of forms by becoming ever more 

refined. 
Man's powers and limitations are defined by the resulting hierarchy of 

Heaven and E:.rrh. At his weakest, he is a thing like other things; at his 
strongest, he is capable of gaining the potency of the esunce possesud by 
Heavenly powers like the spirits. The authors of the "Nejye~ are thus teach· 
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ing humans how co usurp powers Ch2t otherwise belong to spirits and to 
usurp abilities mat ritual specialists claim as their own. Indeed, the text is a 

deni.al of the very distinCtions argued for so strongly in the Guoyu. 
Far from intcrnali2:ing a slummistic practice, the "Neiyc~ is rather an at

tempt [0 bypass the work of ritual specialists. Power and knowledge. the au

thors argue. can be gained by cultivating oneself and becoming like a spirit: 

this allows one to know the panerns of the (OlmOS and [0 be able to conrrol 

things. I therefore: disagree strongly with me rc.ding of me ':Neiyc" offered 

by A. C G raham. ~ menrioned .above:, A. C. G raham compares the text 

with the Guoy" passage quoted above. But G raham accepts a shamanistic 
reading of the GUO]U pus-agc and then reads the "Neiyc" as an 2nempt to 

shift sh2ffianic practices toward self-cultivation. t have argued here for a dif

ferent ruding of both texts. 
The point of the GUO]U passage was not to discuss the shamanistic link

ing of nun and spiri t but to emphasize the importance of maintaining a dis

tinction between the two: properly trained ritual specialists. the teXt argues. 
will keep the worlds of man and spirit separate. This separation was pre
sented as a prerequisite for an orderly world. The "Neiye.- in direct contrast. 
is claiming that humans potenrially possess the same e~ential 'Ii as spirits 
and that humans can thus. chrough cultivation. achieve the powers of spirits. 

If the point of the GUO]U passage was to maintain a proper ritual separation 
between humans and spirits. the point of the "Neiye- is to argue that hu

mans can overcome the distinction. And me GUO]U passage claims that disas
ten can be avoided only through such a separation; the -Neiye- that disu

ten can be avoided by me sage who crosses such boundaries. 
Like Empedocles. the authors of the "Neiye- presented a cosmological 

model that redefines both humanity and spirits in a way that divine powers 

are obtainable by humans. By claiming to be in possession of techniques that 
allow the practitioner to obtain the powers of spirits without resorting to the 

arts of divination patronized ac the courts. the authors were making m at
gument for their own authority: instead of trying to divine the intentions of 

the spirits and to control them through sacrifices. they claim the ability to 

divinize themselves. 
These ideas were promulgated by figures outside the major courts, in an 

attempt co displace the ritu.al specialists by denying the theistic underpin

nings of their practices. Far from being an assumption emerging from a 
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shamanistic substrawm, monistic cosmology in China-just as in G reece

was a language of opposition. 

Conclusion 

J have sketched the emergence, in early Greece md China, of clainu of self

divinization. In both culwres, chese cWms emerged within religious and 
political contextS dominated by theistic beliefs and practices. Indeed, an 
malysis of the twO traditions reveals beliefs that spirits conrrol nawra! 

phenomena, that spirits are potentially capricious. md thac humans and 
spirits therefore have a potencially agonistic relationship. The major courts 
in both regions maintained ritual specialists co influence. mollify. and gain 
information from the spirits through divinatory and sacrificial arts. And. I 
have argued. one of the main reasons that notions of a monistic cosmology. 
of continuity between human and divine realnu, and of the ability of 

humus to gain the powers of divinities arose in both cultures was precisely 
that such practices were seen by those outside the ritua1 system as an 

effective response to the practices dominant at the courts of the day. 
In neither cue should shammism be seen as the weUspring of fifth- and 

fourth-cenwry BC thought-whether as a fifth -century diffusion (in the cue 
of Greece) or as a deep-seated cultural practice ( in the case of China). The 

fact thac the shamanism hypotheses of Dodds and Chang point in different 
directions should be enough in itself to give cause for chought. For Dodds. 

shamanism explained the emergence of dualism in Greek thought. and for 
Chang the dominance of monism in China. In any case. the hypothesis is 

unconvincing for eimer culwre. 
In Greece. the emergence of claims that humans could become gods was a 

response to the practices of the ricualspecialists. Although G reek thought is 
often-in the sinological literature, at any race-presented as having been 
based on a ([agic cosmology and as assuming an inseparable barrier between 
humans and gods, the notion of humans becoming divine is in fact a crucial 

motif in early Greek thought. and it developed precisely in opposition [0 a 
tragic cosmology. In Greece. every bit as much as in China, chere were com

peting cosmologies. 
For China, chere were at least four different responses to ritual specialists. 

T he Lunyu supports ritual specialists but opposes an instrumental reading of 
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ritual actions. Sacrifices should be performed for the purposes of cultivation, 
not in order [0 influence the spina.. Heaven. the highest divinity. is granted 

nonn.uive suna, but in a specific Rnse: .uges, those humans who cultivate 

themselves properly, understand the proper :aspects of Heavcn and model 
thenuclves on it. The latter-born should then follow the .uges' model in cul· 
tiVating themselves. H owever, with no ability to influence Heaven or the 
spirits. man simply h;t$ to accept wh.;ucvcr Heaven sends. 

The early Mohists argued that the realm ofHcaven and the spirits has its 
own innate hierarchy. and rh<ll( hierarchy is nor cTeated through human ritu
als. H umans should simply follow the dictates of Heaven, who cre;lited (he 
hum2Jl political order. provided natural resources for human appropriation. 
and. along with the spirits. OIctively intenoenes in hwnan 2fF.lirs to reward the 
good 2nd punish the b2d. The Mohists denied the ordering power ofhum2n 

ritu:al vis· a·vis the divine realm. The divine realm was already properly or· 
dered; indeed. the divine realm wu ordering the hum2n ralm. Sacrifice W2$ 

thus defined within 2 hierarchic.al. do 141 dCJ framework. 
T he MChu yu. xi2" chapter of che Guoyu supported ritual specialistS as a 

means of m2intaining a proper hieruchy between humans 2nd spirits and 
thereby obt2ining a harmonious world for humans. The text wu written in 

oppo.sition to the attempt to overturn the proper distinction th2f. 2ccording 
ro the aurhors. should prevail between humanity and the divinities. The au
thors thus took 2 po.sition compn2ble to thar found in me "Sheng min" 
poem discussed in me previous ch2pter; in the "Chu yu, xiOl; however. this 

position is c1eOlrly being asserted avin5t those who might transgress the 
boundaries befWeen humans and spirin. The "Chu yu. xi2" is thus compua· 
ble to P ind2r's attempt to m2int2in a distinction befWeen hum2ns and spirin 

againsr contempor.ary critiques. 
Fin211y. the "Neiye" claims that humans have wimin themselves the abil

ity to gain powers like those held by the spirits. Although the "Neiye" 2C
cepts the hier.archy of He.aven. Earth. and man. it holds mat humans C2n 
g.a.in the 2bility to control things and understand fomme and misforrune 

without re.sorring to ritu.al arts to divine the intentions of spirits. In short. 
the "Neiye" is asserting precisely the sort of position th2t textS like the Guo," 
2re rejecting. 

T hus. not only were the claims of continuity between human and divine 
powers not OIn assumption in early China, but such c12ims were made in ex

plici t opposition to ritual speCialists of the day, Moreover, such claims were 
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only one of a field of responses (0 such specwists that developed during the 
fifth 2nd fourth centuries 6e. 

Monistic cosmology. f.u from being.an assumption of the times. was ini

ti.ally a form of critique, bued on an attempt to bypass the domin.ant modes 
of orientation toward the world of spirits. The advoc2tes of these pr2ctices 
beg2n 2rticulating new definitions of the nuure of spirits. the nature of hu· 
m2nity. 2nd the rel2tionship between the two. More precisely. these 2rticuLa· 
tions involved anempts ro reduce the distinction between humans 2nd spiro 

its. and to 2rgue that. through proper practices. one C2n att2in divine powers. 
In other words. in China JUSt .as in Greece, monism w.as 2 later develop

ment • .and in borh cultures monistic cosmologies were formul2ted in opposi. 
tion to the dominant pn.crices supported by the sute. The 2ttempt to con
trut these fWO cultures in terms of the claim that one assumed 01 tr.agic 

disjunction between hwn.ans and gods th2t the ocher. due to its sh2manistic 
substflnum. never possessed is unconvincing. Such a contrast requires raking 

particular teXts out of COntext 2nd reading them as assumptions of an entire 
culture. Some of che tuts that are often cited in such contrastive fnme· 
works were written within debares that were in fact quite similar in Greece 
2nd China. Ceruinly the "Neiye~ offers 2 cosmology completely different 

from, say. that found in the Tht-ogu"y. but it is far less different from thar in 
Empedocles. And both Empedocles 2nd the "Neiye" conuin artempts to 
formul2te 2 cosmological model with self·diviniz2tion cwms in order to 
question the modes of authoriry dominant at the time. 

There are. of course, significant differences in the monistic cosmologies 
proposed in these two cultures. In terms of the examples discussed in this 
ch2pter. Empedocles w.as dealing with numerous ideu-such as reinc2rna

rion-not found in the early Chinese material. But the more significant dif· 
ference lies in che socw cl2inu of the figures in question. In che c.ase of 
Empedocles. the emphasis of self·diviniution WOIS put of an 2ttempt to 

form an altern2tive W2y of lifc and ultimately an alternative communiry-a 
claim th2t certainly holds true for Pbto.as welL Cbims of self·diviniz2cion in 
early Greece. in other words, tended co be m2de by those groups in opposi. 
t ion co the polis. 

In early China. such appeals were similarly m2de by figures who opposed 
che politic.al 2nd religious scructures of the time. but they were n.rely used in 

the 2tcempr to build alternative communities, On the comfllry. many such 
appe21, were made in the form of advice to kings-calling on rulers to follow 
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their practices and advice as opposed to those of the divinacory and sacrifi
cial specialists dominant at court. Indeed, it was not until the Eastern Han 
that such self-divinization practices (in a very different form) were appropri

ated and utilized by religious Daoisr communities to formulate the basis of 

an alternative political order. 
The interesting comparison between Greece and China lies in the differ· 

ent ways that such claims were debated, the different groups thar appealed 

to self-divinization practices, and the historical consequences.of the ways in 
which such debates played out. The comparative approach that I advocate, 
therefore. is one in which the analyst auempt:S first co locate similar tensions 

and concerns in the cultures in question and then traces the varying re

sponses co those tensions and concerns. 
Such an approach has two advantages. First of all, it allows us to avoid 

the tendency in compararive frameworks to deny the individual as well as 
the differences that exist within cultures. If we focus on discovering com

mon tensions rather than on contrasting different OlSSumptions, then it is 
possible, once one has isolated the political and culNtal tensions, to study 
the ways in which particular individuals, in particular contexts, rry to deal 
with the perceived problems. The comparison then revolves around the at

tempts of individuals in other cultures to deal with similar political and cul· 
tural concerns. Second. by rm:king explicit the tensions with which figures 

were gtappling. it becomes possible to analyze particular st,;L[ements as re
flective of an arcempt at solving a given problem and not as necessarily in· 
dicative of assumptions of the larger culture as a whole, It thereby helps the 
analyst avoid the tendency. for example, to read a given statement concern

ing the correlation of humans and spirits made in a single text as necessarily 
reflective of the beliefs of the rime. 

In mis chapter, for example, I sugsest that at least one of the ideas often 
promoted in comparative studies-the contrast between me ~tragic~ cos
mology of early Greece and the ·continuous~ cosmology of e.arly China-is 

based on a misreading of specific claims that were made within larger politi
cal and cultural conflicts. Rather than focus on a claimed difference between 

Greece and China. we should instead attempt to read chese claims in a 
conreXtuai and historical manner-as claims being made in particular con
tew-and to ask why such claims were being made and against whom they 
were being made. Many of the interesting comparative issues then lie in 
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discovering the different ways that these conflicts and debates unfolded 
historically. 

In the nexr three chapters, I continue to explore claims about relations 

between humans and divinities made in the Warring States period. I trace 
what happens when the claims concerning the potentially divine powers of 
humans become more and more common over the course of me fourth and 

third centuries DC, as well as me historical implications of how such claims 
were received. 
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